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INTRODUCTION 

Individuals with upper limb amputation experience twice the prevalence of Musculoskeletal Complaints (MSCs) 
compared to the general population [1]. MSCs are closely associated with decreased physical and mental health. 
The areas of the body most affected by MSCs in the upper limb amputee population include the affected limb, 
non-affected limb, and the back and neck [1, 2]. While there is evidence to show the correlation between 
physically demanding tasks and MSCs, a more focused kinematic evaluation of the movements employed by the 
upper limb prosthesis user population that lead to MSCs has not been performed.  
 
MSCs can be attributed to over use of the intact arm, repetitive motions, and compensatory movement due to 
reduced degrees of freedom (DOFs) when using a prosthetic device. Compensatory movements can be defined 
as movements used habitually to achieve functional motor skills when a normal movement pattern has not been 
established or is unavailable [3].  There are several studies that show the degree of compensatory movement in 
the shoulder and torso for upper limb prosthesis users [4-6], but none that link those movements to the MSCs 
observed in this population.  Assessment of how these motions directly impact the body can only be inferred from 
the motion. As a result, conclusions based on kinematic information alone cannot asses specific muscle forces 
and joint reactions within the body. To determine the effect that reduced DOFs have on compensatory movement 
and how those compensatory movements affect muscle activation and joint kinetics, we performed a 
musculoskeletal computational analysis of able-bodied individuals performing an object transport task using a 
generic upper body musculoskeletal model from AnybodyTM.  Musculoskeletal modeling is useful for estimation of 
internal loading on the human skeleton and muscles, and has been used to model both upper and lower limbs [7, 
8].   
 
In the presented study, participants performed the object transport task under normal conditions, and under a 
restrained condition which reduced the DOFs in the hand/wrist in order to elicit compensatory movements.  3D 
motion capture data were collected as participants performed each task.  Kinematic data and anthropometric 
measurements were collected for each subject, and used to inform an upper body musculoskeletal computational 
model created in Anybody Modeling System Software. The forces and moments created in the joints and muscles 
were determined from the movement and weight of the subject, and compared between conditions. 
 
METHODS 

Subjects 
Kinematic data were collected from three individuals (age/sex: 30/F, 22/M, 24/F) with no upper limb disability 
using a motion capture system.  All subjects were right hand dominant. The study was approved by the 
Institutional Review Board (Research Involving Human Subjects Committee) of the U.S. Food and Drug 
Administration (RIHSC #14-086R). All subjects provided written informed consent prior to participating in the 
study.  
 
Kinematic Data Acquisit ion 
Twenty-eight retro-reflective markers were placed on each subject’s head, torso, arms, and pelvis. These markers 
were then tracked in three-dimensional space using eight optical ViconTM Bonita B10 cameras at a sampling rate 
of 150 Hz while subjects performed a specific task.  
 
The task analyzed in this paper is the targeted Box and Blocks Test (tBBT) [9].  This task involves moving 16 
blocks arranged in a 4 × 4 array from one side of a partition to another. Each block must be lifted individually over 
a partition, and placed in a corresponding location on a 4×4 array on the opposite side. Each subject first 
performed this task with their dominant hand. Subjects then performed the task again with the DOFs of the hand 
restricted through bracing and taping.  A wrist brace was secured around the subject’s dominant hand to limit wrist 
flexion/extension and ulnar/radial deviation. Thumb, ring, and small fingers were wrapped to a “closed” position; 
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index and middle fingers were each wrapped to reduce the possible flexion at the proximal and distal 
interphalangeal joints. 
The output file from each subject’s motion capture session containing the XYZ locations of each retro-reflective 
marker was used as input to the upper body musculoskeletal computational model in AnyBody Modeling 
SystemTM software (AnyBody Technology, Aalborg, Denmark; version 6.0.6). 
 
Upper Body Musculoskeletal Model 
The upper body portion of the full body model from the AnyBody™ Managed Model Repository (AMMR, Version 
1.6.4) was used. The model is based on different adult subjects, and comprised of the pelvis, trunk, neck and 
upper limbs, each segmented into bones. The arm consists of several joints including three spherical joints 
(sternoclavicular, acromioclavicular, and glenohumeral), three revolute joints (elbow and two joints in the wrist), as 
well as pronation/supination of the forearm [10].  The model also includes lumbar, thoracic and cervical spine [10]. 
Figure 1 shows the bone segments and muscle groups represented in the generic model.   
  
Prior to calculating the inverse dynamics of each subject’s motions, the generic model was scaled to each subject 
using anthropomorphic data.  The initial position of the model was determined based on video images and marker 
locations. Marker drivers, which drive the motion of a particular bone segment, were placed on the model in the 
approximate location of the actual markers. Adjustable optimization parameters allow for changes in the location 
of marker drivers and the size of body segments. A kinematic optimization was then performed to minimize the 
sum of kinematic error between the movement generated from the actual markers and movement generated from 
the marker drivers.  In this test, only the skeletal model was required (Figure 1).  A directional weight was applied 
to each marker based on confidence of location.  

 
Once kinematic optimization was completed, muscle activity and 
joint forces were computed using an inverse dynamics approach 
by minimizing the sum of muscle activities (Eq. 1) [11].  Because 
the body has more muscles than necessary to balance degrees of 
freedom, physiological assumptions for muscle recruitment must 
be made. Muscle activities are defined as the normalized muscle 
force, with a normalization factor assigned to each muscle based 
on the relative strength of that muscle [11]. The force exertion in 
the muscles and reaction forces in the joints are determined based 
on the external load and inertial forces.  In Eq. 2, C is the 
coefficient-matrix for the unknown forces, f represents the 
unknown muscle and joint forces, and r contains all known applied 
loads and inertia forces [11]. For the current study, the external 
load was calculated using the kinematic motion, provided by the 
kinematic optimization test, and the weight of each body segment. 
Calculations were performed at each capture frame.  

                                                                    𝑴𝒊𝒏𝒊𝒎𝒊𝒛𝒆: 𝑮 𝒇 𝑴 = 𝒇𝒊
𝑵𝒊

𝟑
     (Eq. 

1) 
                𝑪 𝒙 𝒇 = 𝒓                               (Eq. 2) 

 
Data Analysis 
Data analysis was completed using MATLAB 
(Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA). The data were 
segmented into trials, where trial start was 
defined as block pick up, and trial end was 
defined as block release.  The position of the 
marker on the right 2nd metacarpal relative to the 
markers placed on the test box aided in the 
segmentation of each trial. 
 
Seven different muscles were analyzed: 
posterior, central, and anterior right deltoid; right 
and left erector spinae (ES) extending down the  

Figure 2: Depiction of the muscles from AMMR analyzed in the current study.  
(A) Posterior, middle and anterior right deltoid muscles (from left to right; 
highlighted in red). (B) Left and right TS and ES muscles (highlighted in red).  
Surrounding muscles have been removed for transparency. 

Figure 1:Skeletal model used for Kinematic Optimization 
test (left) and musculoskeletal model used for Inverse 
Dynamic test (right) from AMMR. Blue dots are the 
kinematic markers, red dots are the marker drivers. 
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spine from the 2nd thoracic vertebra to 2nd lumbar vertebra; and right and left upper trapezius (TS) extending from 
2nd cervical vertebra to acromion.  Figure 2 shows these muscle groups highlighted in red on the AndyBody 
model.  For the current study, only data from the first block being transported over the partition are shown. 
RESULTS 

Preliminary results from one right hand dominant female subject (age, 30 years) are shown. Figure 3 shows 
the angular trajectory of the right shoulder for abduction, flexion, and internal rotation. The trajectories of each 
DOF are similar under normal and braced conditions, but the braced condition shows higher amplitude angles. 
Figure 4 shows the forces exerted in the right deltoid muscle over the three regions shown in Figure 2A. Similar to 
the kinematic trajectories, the forces exerted during the movement follow a similar trend under both conditions. 

During block pick-up (i.e. 0 – 20% trial 
completion), the forces in the posterior 
deltoid were greater under braced 
condition compared to the normal 
condition (Fig. 4A).  During this same time 
period, however, the central and anterior 
deltoid muscle forces were similar under 
braced and normal conditions (Fig. 4B, 
C). The greatest deviation between 
normal and braced condition appears in 
the anterior deltoid towards the end of the 
trial during block placement and release 
(i.e., 70 – 100% trial completion) (Fig. 
4C).   

Substantial increases in torso flexion, 
lateral bending, and rotation angles were 
also seen in this subject under braced 
condition compared to the normal 
condition. Due to this increase in 
maximum kinematic angle in the torso 
under braced conditions, the forces in the 
ES and TS muscles tended to be greater 
for both the unaffected (left) and affected 
(right) side of the body, with the greatest 
difference occurring around the 
placement and release of the block (i.e., 
70 – 100% trial completion) (Fig. 5). 

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

Although data from only a single 
subject are presented, preliminary 
results suggest there is an 
increase in muscular forces 
generated in the upper arm, back, 
and neck when the distal DOFs in 
the arm are reduced.  These 
results are consistent with the 
areas on the body most commonly 
identified as MSCs in the upper 
limb amputee population [1].  In 
Figure 5, the braced condition 
forces appeared larger with more 
rapid changes in forces, showing 

 
 
Figure 5 : Force exerted in the (A) right and (B) left ES muscle, and the (C) right and (D) left 
TS muscles during task performance under normal (solid) and braced (dashed) conditions. 

 
Figure 3. Angular trajectory of right shoulder for (A) abduction, (B) internal 
rotation and (C) flexion motion. Task performed under normal (solid) and braced 
(dashed) conditions. 

 
Figure 4. Force exerted in the right deltoid muscle in (A) posterior, (B) middle, 
and (C) anterior regions.  Task preformed under normal (solid) and braced 
(dashed) conditions. 
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an increase in the trunk and neck forces due to compensatory movements employed by the subject as a result of 
the reduced DOFs in the wrist/hand. The difference was largest around the moment of block placement, where 
kinematic trajectory deviation between normal and braced conditions was greatest.  Under braced conditions, the 
forces generated in the right deltoid were generally lower compared to the normal condition, even though the 
shoulder abduction and flexion angles were greater. Additional analysis of the arm movement under both 
conditions is required to better understand this result (e.g., hand acceleration under both conditions). While model 
processing helped to reduce the amount of kinematic error between markers defined in the model and markers 
tracked on the subject during the experiment, there is still inherent error in the measurement of the markers in the 
experiment due to soft tissue artifact. This is the error caused by the movement of skin independent to the 
movement of the skeleton [12]. A larger sample size is required in order to verify these preliminary results. Future 
studies will focus on analyzing a broader array of muscles while able-bodied subjects perform other functional 
tests, and also on the inclusion of upper limb amputee subjects using body-powered prostheses to assess the 
effect of terminal device manipulation on the musculature.  
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